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Specialists in Fluorescence and Color enhancement, Viparspectra Aquarium lights add the latest innovations to enhance and optimize water cleanliness by delivering maximum PAR output and are competitive with the best of the large scale Aquarium lighting manufacturers. The technologically advanced fixtures strive to
present in monitor’s full capability of color correction. VIPARSPECTRA LED aquarium lighting systems are designed to provide high levels of PAR ideal and suitable coverage specifically for all water creatures and aquarium environments. We custom the light spectrum and provide perfect full color spectrums to optimize
coral growth, fish, etc, which is a great investment for your tank. There are two ways to setup the light fairly. One setting system with Remote, another setting system with Control Knob. It’s very simple and easy to setup. The dimming functions are off as a default so you can easily control the lighting levels using the

Master or programmable buttons. PARADIGM® LED is the world's most advanced aquarium lighting system for fresh and saltwater aquariums and has received international acclaim. PARADIGM® LED offers a unique combination of LED lumens and Fluorescence that can't be found anywhere else in the world. The
PARADIGM® LED is manufactured with that innovative philosophy to offer optimum PAR performance combined with outstanding Fluorescence and Color enhancement. The PARADIGM® LED delivers the most optimal PAR levels while still retaining a natural look and feel. PARADIGM® LED features an upgraded and

innovative dimming function that brings the same efficient power controls to any aquarium lighting system. Whether it is a 100 Watt or 1000 Watt system, the PARADIGM® LED is equipped with Master or Programmable Dimmable Buttons, taking the guesswork and guess work out of dimming your aquarium. Also, with
the PARADIGM® LED, you will experience even more intense colors and effects such as a high-impact color look that improves the mood of your fish and plants. PARADIGM® LED can be easily paired with any PAR or Fluorescence system, making PARADIGM® LED one of the most versatile aquarium systems in the

market.
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